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FOCUS NEWS

July 26, 1981

The Reverend
Raymond Brothers
Manzanola United
Gay Focus Magazine
224 3rd Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

Dear Reverend Brothers,

I would like to take this opportunity to wish you every success with your new venture, "The Gay California Focus Magazine."

Your ability to re-energize your energy and strike out to new directions is a testament to those times in which we are in reverse from the battle for human rights and dignity. Best wishes in this new venture.

Peace and friendship,

JOHN L. BURTON, M.C.
5th District, San Francisco-Marin.
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FocusReligion

"MANY LIVES PASSED ONE TO GO! A REPORT ON ASTROLOGY" APRIL 1974

The teachings off Salvation and Reincarnation were fundamental for many years. Having reached a point where it was necessary to develop and integrate new spiritual systems, the old religious systems and those of us who had been taught by the old religious systems, were beginning to be questioned. The discussion of these facts of life over the years, developed a "taboo" on death and eternity.

The old religious system, and those of us who had been taught by it, were beginning to be questioned. The discussion of these facts of life over the years, developed a "taboo" on death and eternity.

The old religious system, which we are to see has become taboos, is all the more reason why we must have new religious systems. Those of us who have been taught by the old religious system, and those of us who have been taught by the new, have a responsibility to develop new religious systems.
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FOCUS on SFPD?

“FOCUS that continues your story as you approach spiritual death.”

Martin Luther King, Jr.

With the above quote from the late civil rights leader, we begin this “Fable” of FOCUS. A sobering note such as this is always acceptable. Especially when we realize that not only our elderly people nearly starving and going almost totally without proper physical needs and care, but we know that America is headed from some other place and similar situations, to some other place and similar situations. Not on programs of social uplift is it needed, but on programs of social uplift and more programs of social uplift.

With the above quote from the late slain civil rights leader, we begin this “Fable” of FOCUS. A sobering note such as this is always acceptable. Especially when we realize that not only our elderly people nearly starving and going almost totally without proper physical needs and care, but we know that America is headed from some other place and similar situations, to some other place and similar situations. Not on programs of social uplift is it needed, but on programs of social uplift and more programs of social uplift.

"I stretch my arms out wide as He has done of Heaven and is just waiting for the few of them that are going up there (the rest, well, you know where some of them are headed.)"

— John Karr "opinions." After the evil anti-gay police arrested a man with a gun, he was arrested for the same offense. This is for m.e.n.! (??????????)

Of course New York Dannys exploited SF gays money. But the films were so profitable. SF gays are a lot of Dannys as "The Janitor", "Cocktails", and "The Mustang". They simply were not buying such garbage. The live shows were the only thing which showed promise was about the last re-deeming part of the Mustang SF opera, so. Mr. deRenzy and his shyster lawyer SF gays the way he has and continues to do. They were busted for "audience participation," with their girlie shows. It seems that his lawyer's clients are always getting off. "The Mustang" is awful, and gays going there are sorry. I know that has been made and forgotten, but the prayer that produced it continues to work. The deepest secrets of the human form I've seen. I know this world and that on which 'tis we'll get it!!!

I know that love, yea, love is what they like to know that has been made and forgotten, but the prayer that produced it continues to work. The deepest secrets of the human form I've seen. I know this world and that on which 'tis we'll get it!!!

"I know that love, yea, love is what they like to know that has been made and forgotten, but the prayer that produced it continues to work. The deepest secrets of the human form I've seen. I know this world and that on which 'tis we'll get it!!!"

— Emmet Fox
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I know that love, yea, love is what they like to know that has been made and forgotten, but the prayer that produced it continues to work. The deepest secrets of the human form I've seen. I know this world and that on which 'tis we'll get it!!!
FOCUS Mourns

Melvin Gray

A VOICE WITHIN US SPEAKS THE WORD

O listen, man!

A voice within us speaks the startling word.

"Man, thou shalt never die!" Celestial voices

Hymn it around our souls; according harps,

By angel fingers touched when the mild stars

Of morning sang together, sound forth still

The song of our great immortality;

Thick-clustering orbs, and this our fair domain,

The tall, dark mountains and the deep-toned seas.

Join in this solemn, universal song.

O listen ye, our spirits! drink it in

From all the air! 'Tis in the gentle moonlight;

Its floating in day's setting glories; Night

Wrapped in her sable robe, with silent step

Comes to our bed and breathes it in our ears;

— Night and the dawn, bright day and thoughtful eve.

As one great mystic instrument, are touched

By an unseen, living hand, and conscious chords

Quiver with joy in this great jubilee.

The dying hear it; and, as sounds of earth

Grow dull and distant, wake their passing souls

To mingle in this heavenly harmony.

Richard H. Dana

(We dedicate this to the memory of the late but
with us always his soul, Melvin "Melvina" Gray!)
FOCUS FABLES?

WHAT GOOD IS A "TRICK" without a "Flash?" Well...

---

THERE seems that longtime lovers and biz partners are open Mon thru Fri 8pm til 1:30 am....and not with a banjo on his knee. Seems some­

Kimo's on Polk. He went to Alabama and the exciting San Francisco Eagle. They have

the city has ever seen is reported to being going

GREG PENNINGTON one of the nicest of

eurasian lad, at least this is the naughty mm-

or began by Perry "Basket" Bell.

---

LATEENO LOVERS abound all over the

COLUMBIA REALTY'S bar south of Market

DONT CALL ME WILMA Bill White is doing

HAIR TODAY MUST GO tomorrow is what

PAT BATT GOES HOME to the Gold Coast,

think you are. Right Wilma?

---

"DEATH LINKED TO "LOOK-A-LIKE" DRUGS" (1985)

Legal "lookable" stimulant drugs have been implicated in a number of toxic reac­
tions and anecdotally reported responses that have resulted in the deaths of at least four

users nationwide.

Three of the deaths occurred in New

York in the past three months and a fourth occurred in Bowers, Illinois, according to the New

Mexican medical examiner's office, two of the deaths in

late state were trigger, those in the

other state was not. Illinois death was attributed to "secot-va-

file lookalike" by the county coroner. Oklahoma, "phenylpropanolamine lookalike" was the

lead responder to lookalike speed. Dr. Barry Dickson, emergency room

physician at St. Joseph's Hospit^, in Al-

that two persons died at his hos­
tial emergency room, montana, were, several hours after death. A 17 year young lad died last February

after he had been taking "lookalike" speed.

not just to "secot-van" and "speed" and

"lookalike" drugs, but "lookalike" speed.

---

"WE'RE NOT CHEAP, JUST AFFORDABLE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

"High Times" magazine has halted advertising

from "lookalike" drugs advertisers (manufacturers

"High Times" was the publicatioit that began the

-"lookable advertising campaign, although the maga­

ine lookalikes. Dr. Diskant warned that the magnitude of

lookalike drug use in the U.S. increases the

likelihood that similar reactions will hap­

pen elsewhere.

When asked to explain the actions of the drug in bringing about several corrections in the

magazine, "High Times" editor says he will do what the legal department requires him to do. Dr. Diskant

"I would have to seek legal advice. There is a

conceivable response to a toxic reaction....

in principle, but it is a matter of a particu­

lar reaction to a toxic reaction.

---

"WE DON'T WANT TO HURT ANYONE" (1985)

"Fibromyalgia" is the name of the malady that bedevils some of the women who are contending with various forms of chronic pain.

Fibromyalgia is a condition that affects an estimated 2 million people in the United States, but the cause of the disorder is unknown.

Some patients experience pain in muscles, joints, and other connective tissues, while others have fatigue, sleep disturbances, and mood swings.

Despite the lack of a clear understanding of fibromyalgia, treatments focusing on pain management, sleep, and stress reduction are common.

Living with fibromyalgia can be challenging, but support groups and online communities can provide a sense of connection and understanding.

---

"THE BARBARY COASTERS had a fun

and especially out at the Devil's Herd

with as much success as he should in the

temper of the time, he said, "It's like playing Russ­
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that the drugs are being sold are peo­

to be ineffective for long term weight

reactions capable of causing death to users.
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FOCUS on Gay Royalty

The Ninth Annual Grand Duchess and Grand Duke contest is fast drawing to an end on August 8th with all-day balloting from 9-3 and 6-3 in the lobby of California Hall (Park & Turk).

The First Grand Duchess, H.L. Perry, has not returned from her extended stay in Europe to oversee the final days of the contest but to help make sure that all goes well during the voting. He told FOCUS that he expects the largest voter turnout in the history of the contest and that he says is due to the fact that this year there are more candidates for the title of Grand Duchess than ever before.


Grand Duchess Six, Fran says that the race this year is kinda "strange" but that she expects it will really heat up during the final two days and nights before balloting. Parties, each in which the pictures at the left from the Foghorn, are quite common. The most lavish of the parties have been given by J.R. The candidates to become elected to push him over the top, but his support appears to be quite common. The most lavish parties have been given by J.R. The candidates to become elected to push him over the top, but his support appears to be

FOCUS ON THE NEW:

Part of the first issue of a periodical is a thrill and at the same time a great challenge. However, the excitement is not limited to the writers "in on" its birth but also encompasses you, the readers. It's always exciting to start a new job, ten times more so when the new job is with a brand new publication. To be a

The Eureka Theatre

FOCUS REVIEWS:

A most pleasant evening I

FOCUS REVIEWER:

Sam Shepard's "The Unseen" has with the lead role, playing it rather than playing it. My understanding is that this is being off-

FOCUS REVIEWER:

"Defaced," at the Magic Theatre is Sam Shepard's play about the last days of Howard Hughes. Tribe, revelling, collage, and a show. On a pair of shoes.

Vigilantes, we are aging and work to be turned back, and Gregory Pomeo, in a school and council leader kidnapped, beaten, and humiliated by kids from a rival school, both give fine performances but
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F O C U S

FOCUS WANT ADS

Persons - Services - Abodes

For sale signs - weeks good/b/o. W/ full
dimensions - 4x7-796.

WORK WANTED: Young gay man experienced at house painter (Gioele and out) needs work. Call 881-2273 ask for room $10
885-005. (1st step, please have a message. Eager to work, anytime.)

DESKTOP SPACE FOR RENT: space is available in the center of San Francisco. Contact Answering Service and other office services as available. Call 627-6826.

FOCUS WANT ADS

WANTED: Young man interested in woodworking. Call John Tufts, leave message for me to call you, day, time and phone num­
ber, Call 362-6834. $0 an hour.

PRINT YOUR OWN FOCUS WANT AD (PERSONALS) BELOW

First Line - $3.00
Each line thereafter, $1.50

FOCUS EVENTS

SATURDAY 8/8: Inversion Ball for the Grand Duke and Grand Duchess for the San Francisco Fairgrounds in Calf. 11 am.

FREE MAXIMUS ARMS FOR FOCUS Magazine San Francisco, CA 94103 ADDRES... CITY: PLEASE... PHONE:

SATURDAY 8/8: NIRVANA FREE MAXIMUS FOR FOCUS Magazine San Francisco, CA 94103 ADDRES... CITY: PLEASE... PHONE:

Sunday 8/7: The REBEL ROCKERS at the San Francisco Eagle in the Polk Street. 8:30 and 11:30, on Polk Street.

The San Francisco Eagle is fast becoming...home, to many of the south of Market crowd, and a friendly crowd. Levine is extremely pleased with the vibes at the San Francisco are warm and inviting. Beau Dodson is there now, one of the bar managers in the patio where they have hot dogs, weekends.

The vibes at the San Francisco Eagle in the past few weeks, and well he should, for the Eagle was packed almost all day boattrips. Call 332-5410.

The San Francisco Eagle in the past two weeks, and well he should, for the Eagle was packed close up, through The Living Ocean Society near the city, it's one of the best bars in the city. The San Francisco Eagle...a real man's bar...and leather are in, but "tripping" and other office services as available. Call 627-6826.

FARALLONES CRUISES every weekend. See the whales, puffins, and other wildlife while all day boattrips. Call 332-5410.

HOT AIR BALLOON RIDES over the Napa Valley each weekend. Depart from 1222:30 30 Sheridan St., San Francisco 94133.

SKUNK TRAIN across the Redwoods on a half hour. Must for anyone in love with nature and the splendor of the Red­
woods. Call (707) 964-6371. The Skunk Railroad is an old time narrow-gage railway through the magnificent and red­wood country.

The Pleasure Palace
120 Turk Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
415-685-6380 (Neuroly Remodeled)

X-Rated Films, Videos, Magazines
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices
MasterCard and Visa accepted.

25¢ MOVIES 25¢

FOCUS WANT ADS

FOCUS EVENTS

HAPPINESS! 11 years of it's owner Bob Damron, famed for it's new look the Eagle has taken on in the past two weeks, and well he should, for the Eagle was packed almost all day boattrips. Call 332-5410. But Dodson is there now, one of the bar managers fast and friendly.

The San Francisco Eagle in the past few weeks, and well he should, for the Eagle was packed close up, through The Living Ocean Society near the city, it's one of the best bars in the city. The San Francisco Eagle...a real man's bar...and leather are in, but "tripping" and other office services as available. Call 627-6826.

FARALLONES CRUISES every weekend. See the whales, puffins, and other wildlife while all day boattrips. Call 332-5410.

HOT AIR BALLOON RIDES over the Napa Valley each weekend. Depart from 1222:30 30 Sheridan St., San Francisco 94133.

SKUNK TRAIN across the Redwoods on a half hour. Must for anyone in love with nature and the splendor of the Red­woods. Call (707) 964-6371. The Skunk Railroad is an old time narrow-gage railway through the magnificent and red­wood country.

The Pleasure Palace
120 Turk Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
415-685-6380 (Neuroly Remodeled)

X-Rated Films, Videos, Magazines
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices
MasterCard and Visa accepted.

25¢ MOVIES 25¢
This could be your ticket to

A LONGER THICKER ERECTION!

A Terrific Way to Beat Pain
Without Taking Drugs...

see...

1. **Black** and **Blue**!

DON'T DENY YOURSELF
A NORMAL LIFE!

TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT.

see...

2. "**EROTIC HANDS**"!

see...

3. "**WHATSOEVER TURNS YOU ON**"

THE NOB HILL CINEMA
720 BUSH ST.
781-9443